
Our innovative and growing company is looking for a consumer representative. To
join our growing team, please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for consumer representative

Evaluate performance against plan at appropriate intervals (e.g., daily,
weekly) and instigate corrective actions to keep country on track to achieve
LOB goals
Identify opportunity to partner with alliances to grow business
25%-Answers high volume incoming technical support inquiries, offers
knowledge to consumers and directs them to the proper sources if necessary
10%- Receives escalated consumer emails from web platforms such as
Facebook, Twitter, Company Investor Relations and feedback, in regards to
problems, installation instructions and general product information
25%- Timely responds to consumer inquiries meeting daily service level goals
5%- Provides feedback to HHI quality, marketing and engineering
departments on product issues such as installation techniques, product
features, online service support updates and models as needed
10%- As requested by supervisor (during extreme high call volumes)
accurately, quickly and courteously receive incoming warranty support
telephone calls and extract the maximum amount of essential information in a
minimum amount of time in accordance with company guidelines and in an
effort to Provide World Class Service for the consumer
Other Duties” Please note this job description is not designed to cover or
contain a comprehensive listing of activities, duties or responsibilities that are
required of the employee for this job
Accurately, quickly and courteously receive incoming RAS and electronic lock
warranty support telephone calls and extract the maximum amount of critical
support information from the consumer, in a minimum amount of time, while

Example of Consumer Representative Job Description
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Accurately and quickly utilize computer-aided CRM system, to create cases,
trouble-shoot and document consumer product/warranty issues, and process
warranty order fulfillment

Qualifications for consumer representative

Cooking knowledge preferred
Data entry with minimum error
At least one (1) year experience in a product-based customer support
function and/or call center environment
Basic mechanical aptitude, ability to understand technical product issues
Familiar with Windows-based computer applications, MFG/Pro a plus
Associates or Bachelor’s degree and/or 1+ year of customer service/sales
experience


